August 2017

Sandia National Laboratories
Energy Storage Technologies and Systems
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87185-1108

Dear Students and Advisers:

We are delighted to invite undergraduate and graduate level students and advisers to attend the 2017 Department of Energy Office of Electricity Delivery and Reliability Annual Peer Review and the 10th Biennial Electrical Energy Storage Applications and Technologies (EESAT) Technical Conference. The DOE Peer Review takes place October 9-10 followed by the EESAT Technical Conference on October 11-13, 2017. Both events will be hosted at the Westin Hotel located in the historic Gaslamp Quarter in San Diego, CA.

Peer Review provides a platform for scientists, engineers, and technologists to share the state of their 2017 electrical energy storage projects. The purpose of the EESAT Technical Conference is to inform a multi-disciplinary audience about the advances in grid-level energy storage in a variety of areas: materials science, power electronics, transportation, safety, policy and regulatory guidance, and much more.

At the Peer Review on Tuesday, October 10 students can network with scientists and engineers as well as participate in a half day recruiting session event sponsored by Sandia National Laboratories. On Wednesday, October 11, students will gain opportunities to learn more about the latest technologies, projects, and products that shape the science and industry of energy storage. Both events serve as a forum to understand more about the future of energy storage, network with peers and international industry leaders, and be a part of shaping the advancement of energy storage technologies.

Interested students, early career professors, and teaching staff are welcome to present at EESAT at the afternoon special poster session on Wednesday, October 11. The student and/or faculty registration for October 10-11 is $200 and includes a networking dinner cruise.

Should you have any questions, please send us an email at SNL_Energy_Storage@sandia.gov or call (505) 844.2518. For additional information or to reserve your spot now, visit the conference eesat.sandia.gov.

Very sincerely yours,

David Schoenwald
Sandia National Laboratories
SNL EESAT Technical Chair

Patrick Balducci
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
PNNL EESAT Technical Chair

Jacquelynne Hernández
Sandia National Laboratories
2017 PR/EESAT Event Coordinator